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By John Marshall
The early 20th Century was an era in which

many gentlemen (and not a few ladies) saw fit to
be armed discretely and routinely. Their chosen
firearms were usually small enough and light
enough so as to be easily hidden on the person and
pose no encumbrance. As smokeless powder per-
mitted the concept of reliable semiautomatic pis-
tols, famed firearms designer John Moses Browning
came up with what is today regarded by many as
the best ever “vest pocket pistol.” The Colt Model
1908 pocket automatic was small, reliable, gener-
ally safe to handle and had impeccable workman-
ship. It became extremely popular, and good
examples are very much in demand today as col-
lector items. Although the anemic .25 ACP car-
tridge that the Model 1908 uses is no man-stop-
per, it’s been estimated that more people have
met their demise as a result of its use than any
other popular handgun round.

In 1897, John Browning and Fabrique
Nationale (FN) in Belgium signed an agree-
ment giving FN the right to sell Browning’s
designs in Europe, but which specifically
excluded FN from entering the American
market. In the U.S., Colt and others had already
been licensed to make and sell some Browning
designs. At the turn of the century, Browning asked
William M. Thomas of the Union Metallic Car-
tridge Company (UMC) to work on a cartridge that
could be used in a small blowback vest pocket
semiautomatic pistol. Thomas obliged Browning
and in 1903 and 1904, devoted his efforts to this
task. In June 1904, Browning received 500 of the
new cartridges to use in testing his prototype pistol.
FN introduced the cartridge in 1906, where it was
known as the 6.35mm Browning. Two years later,
in America, it was manufactured and called the .25
ACP (Automatic Colt Pistol).

Browning’s design for a pocket pistol was basi-
cally a downsized and modified FN Browning
Model 1903. However, it was striker fired rather
than using a hammer, and had no manual safety.
Browning offered Colt the rights to the pistol in
1904, but he was turned down. FN, on the other
hand, tested Browning’s prototype in 1905 and
began to produce the pistol as the Pistolet Brown-
ing 6.35mm, or the Modòl de Poche (pocket
model). The pistols were introduced to the Euro-
pean public in July 1906. The first 130,000 of these
FN 1906 pistols had no manual safety, relying only
on a grip safety. There was no mechanism to hold
the slide open. These were made from 1906 to
1909. In 1909, a manual safety was added which
also served to lock the slide back. A third model
had a larger manual safety lever and a magazine
safety, giving it the nickname “triple safety model.”
This FN design later morphed into the Browning
Baby in 1931, which was smaller, lighter, and had

no grip safety. These were imported into the U.S.
from 1935 to 1969.

In 1906, Colt exercised its option on the Brown-
ing design, and completed a prototype in late
1907, determined to differentiate their pistol from
the ones being made at FN. This prototype had an
internal hammer and a Browning-designed manual
safety. Colt decided, and Browning concurred, that
the gun was too complicated. A second prototype
was essentially the same as the FN 1906, but had a
new Browning-designed manual safety. This safety
differed a bit from the FN version. It did double

duty, rotating clockwise to activate the safety, and
counterclockwise to serve as a slide lock device.
Although the pistol went into production in 1908,
it was not listed until Colt’s 1909 catalog was print-
ed. In that catalog, it was called the “Colt Automat-
ic Pistol, Pocket Model, Calibre .25, Hammerless.”
In the Colt factory it was simply known as the
“Model N.” Advertisements touted the new pistol,
saying that it had “…no equal in its size for Power,
Accuracy and Effectiveness” and “Accidental Dis-
charge is Absolutely Impossible with the Colt Auto-
matic Pistol.” The gun’s weight with an unloaded
magazine was only 13 ounces. It was 4.5 inches in

length, less than an inch in width, and had a two-
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CCLLAASSSSIICC HHAANNDDGGUUNNSS:: TThhee CCoolltt MModel 1908 Pocket Automatic

“The ‘vest pocket’ pistol
came from a time when 

citizens commonly wanted
to be discretely armed.”
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